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the words of the Bible. Accepting the whole Bible as true and as free from

error. Something like that would x express the Protestant view. But while

a modernist can twist around any words you vnat, and get out of it.

So we want to get words, we want to get symbols, we want to get forms, we

want to get constitutions, we want to get most everything we can this way, to
work

y to keep our xrib on an even keel. But we must recognize that that which

decides is who the men are, and not what the words are that they are required to

say. If you get men who want to twist around some form, they can do it.

I hoard just a couple of nights ago a man who is studying at tmr1x

Banneman Hotpital. And lianneman Medical School here, and Banneman was a German

scholar of the last century who decided that medecine is entirely wrong.

In his theory that you have zxa1tt±pL a condition in you, and you take something

that offsets the condition, that is the basic principle of medecine. Something

atx affects the condition and gets rid of it. He said, no, put some more of
cure

the same thing, like p1t,xttkxx!u like, and so he called his principle

Homeopathy, t±utxx like curing by likeness. And the standard medical profe

has fought homeopathy tooth and nail. Homeopathy has two central princ1

Like cures like, and very little tiny BXIZX doses can have tremendo

Those are the two basic principles. And last Wednesday in Washingf

a great big beautiful monument ix down there. To Hanneman, and/

Latin motto, like cures like, over here, and over on this ±x si /

in German, the great power of tiny wx doses. And they had th 7

of this great man who fought the erroneous views of medecine.
/

told us that the course in lianneman medical school was just tll' /

other medical school. He said there is an elective course in

that you can take if you watn, but very few take it.
that

Well, you see, now the school has moved, and of course
eD0

there will tell you that thought has progressed, and now V
e pOOP

Hanneman was mistaken, and now we are I in line with thesi

a complete change from something, using Hanneman's name,

who believe this is true, still teaching the exact

oppo7
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